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Editorial 
Another  year  almost  over,  and that  makes  our  old school
even older – 104 years old and still  going. Over the years
there have been many changes as the tides of education have
ebbed  and  flowed.  It  appears  that  the  tide  is  moving  yet
again and the current stability is in jeopardy. Having been
told to  negotiate  suitable  academy partners  by the current
government, it appears that, with changes at the top, this is
now dropped,  forget  it!  On  the  horizon  now is  Grammar
Schools!  I  wonder  where our  old  school  will  fit  into  that
idea? Whatever, we have a promise of even more upset. If
only education could be divorced from party politics!

Our old school now has a new headmaster to deal with all
the  changes.  He  is  Mr.  Chris  Maughan.  He  is  only  the
seventh  headteacher  in  the  school’s  104  years.  (Can  you
name them all?) We wish him well in his new post.

We have had the Association AGM for the last time. Fred
Westwater, our founder and past secretary proposed a change
of name to reflect the status of the occasion. Although we do
run an Annual Check on our business affairs, the get together
is  much  more  social  than  business.  The  event  will  not
change, we will still run the business check, but in future it
will be called the Annual Reunion.

We have been able to help the school in various ways over
the last  year.  You will  read about  them in the Secretary’s
Report.  It  is  pleasing  to  us  to  be  able  to  do  so  and it  is
pleasing to report the gratitude we receive for our help. The
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need will continue! Our financial resources are limited, so if you have any good ideas for
fund raising we should be pleased to hear them. To quote Lord Kitchener (more or less!):
Your Old School Needs You.

As I said 2016 is almost over. I would like to wish you all joy at Christmas, and our very best
wishes for the year to come. Please make my year a good one by sending me items for the
Newsletters to come.

P.S.  If  you  are  struggling  with  the  headmasters’ names,  look  at  the  Facebook  page  for
‘Friends of Tanfield School’

Secretary’s Report
October 2016

The last  twelve  months  seem to  have  gone over  very fast!  The school  has  lost  a  Head
Teacher,  gained a  new one and achieved very good examination  results.  The number  of
children choosing to come to the school has increased significantly and Tanfield is holding its
own against the opposition. 

The association has continued to pursue its two main aims –  supporting the school and
improving links between members. 

You may remember that at the last AGM, it was proposed that a monthly lunch date should be
arranged for members who wished to get together on a regular basis. The first lunch, at the
Three Horseshoes at Maiden Law, was the beginning of a series of very pleasant meetings,
with good food and good company. Since then, we have sampled the fare at a number of local
hostelries, with between eleven and twenty-four members present. I think we can vote this
idea a great success, and thank Gina Jack for the original proposal. The lunches take place on
the second Wednesday of every month, at 12.30pm. The last one was at the Miners’ Arms,
Medomsley, on Wednesday November 9th. Please ring or e-mail me if you wish to join us.
You’ll be very welcome.

The three newsletters per year have also kept members in touch and are a much anticipated
source of nostalgia, information and entertainment. The website is always being improved to
increase the content and to make it easier for you to locate photos, names, magazines etc. Ted
and Howard are always pleased to receive contributions from you, so if you have photos,
memorabilia of any sort or can put names to faces, or add your own memories, please get in
touch!  If you are a Facebook user, you can also have a look at the Tanfield Association
Facebook page, recently set up by Howard. It’s another way of keeping in touch, and it is also
available to parents of current pupils so that they can see how we support the school.

And, of course, we have continued to support the school this year. Reading has been one of
the main focuses. Our Book Appeal resulted in my handing over 357 books to the school, and
I know that two other members also sent boxes of books separately.  My thanks,  and the
school’s, go to all those who contributed, but I must make special mention of Irene Hardy,
Joan Charlton, Amy Bilton, Joyce Charlton and Marjorie Whalley, for their generosity. We
have also encouraged reading by supplying the library with over 1000 bookmarks, mostly
bought but including some that were hand-crafted, and these are given out as rewards for
making  good  progress.  A small  group  of  our  members  continues  to  go  to  school  every
Monday afternoon to listen to students reading. By targeting reading, we are helping their
understanding across the whole curriculum – a very worthy aim.



In June, the Exec voted to give £1000 to the school for the purchase of four iPads as aids to
learning.  They will  be  particularly useful  to  students  with  learning  difficulties  and  I  am
assured they are already being well used. We also gave £500 towards end-of-term outings for
all students. It is nice to think that we are not only helping students to improve academically,
but that we’re also helping to provide them with memorable moments that they will enjoy.

This year we once again rewarded excellence with awards to the students who had achieved
the  highest  levels  in  Science,  Engineering,  Community  Service,  English  Language  and
Literature and for Girls in Engineering.  Later this year, yet another award will be added to
the list – the Amy Thompson Memorial Prize for French, funded by Amy Bilton, whose aunt,
‘Fifi’ Thompson, is well remembered by many of us.

We are fortunate to have a designer in our midst! No doubt you have noticed the new eye-
catching association logo, designed by Ted Brabban, which enhances the cover sheet attached
to  the  officers’ reports.  In  addition  to  that,  the  school  has  had  a  banner  made  which
acknowledges the support given by the association. Ted and I were consulted about the design
shortly before its production. The result is gratifying, and certainly surprised our Webmaster,
who can be seen on the banner in all his glory, sporting his new school blazer. The banner
was  unveiled  at  a  recent  Parents’ Evening,  when  students  from  local  primary  schools,
accompanied by their families, came to look round the school. Ted and I were there with our
display of the school’s proud history. The banner certainly added to its appeal!

Finally, there are a number of people who deserve our thanks:
Members of the committee, without whose dedication the association would not function, and
members of the Exec, who support the committee. Our good wishes go to Dick Chambers,
who resigned from the Exec for personal reasons earlier this year. 

Joy Drake, the Head Teacher’s p.a., who continues to help with our admin, and who sorts out
and organises the printing of the newsletter once the draft has been submitted. We presented
Joy with a beautiful vase this year as a way of saying thank you for her years of support and
practical help.

Lynne Bell, the School Community Manager, who liaises with us, supplies us with ideas on
what the school needs and generally oils the wheels.

Len Broxson, Chair of Governors, who attends our meetings, keeps us up to date with things
in the education world that affect the school, and who gives us whole-hearted support.

Graeme Lloyd, who served the school for so many years as English teacher, Head of English,
Assistant Head, Deputy Head and, finally,  Head Teacher. The committee took him out to
lunch before the end of term and presented him with a gift of rose bushes for his beloved
garden. We wish him a long and happy retirement – with two new grandsons to keep him on
his toes!

Thank you to you, as members, for giving us the means to celebrate the school’s past and
support its future. Vivat Tanfield!

Elizabeth Hawkins



TANFIELD ASSOCIATION AGM 2016
PRESIDENT’S REPORT

This has been a relatively busy year for the association. We have continued to support the
school’s activities: 

 Colleagues have continued to support the Accelerated Reading Scheme
 The executive agreed to buy four IPads specifically to support students with learning

difficulties
 A books  appeal  was  launched  to  supply  books  for  the  library  and  money  was

dedicated to buy books
 Annual awards have been made to students
 £500 was donated to support end of year trips for students

The web site development continues and we now have a portal of which we can be proud.
The monthly lunches continue to be a great success. We have visited a wide range of eateries
and have had some vigorous conversations as well as some nice meals.

Dick Chambers resigned from the executive for domestic reasons. I should like to thank Dick
for his contribution, his good humour, common sense and experience which will be sorely
missed. 

Finally, we must acknowledge the important contribution of Graeme Lloyd who has now left
his  post  of  head  master.  Graeme was  consistently  a  good and  sympathetic  friend  to  the
association. He was an admirable leader and has left a happy school with high standards and
a high degree of self-esteem. 

Bob Harrison 
President
Oct 2016

WEBMASTER’S REPORT

The website coding has been changed to use PHP.  This results in no visible changes but it
makes maintenance much easier since headers, footers & menus need only be changed in one
place.
The search feature has been upgraded and the keyword list re-built from the Newsletters,
Magazines etc.

I’ve added a “random” thumbnail photo on the main screen to give it some variety.  The full
image is available by clicking the thumbnail.  Refresh the screen to see a different photo.  All
the photos are from the “Photographs” section.

I’ve added a “Ticker Tape” display to the first screen.  This will herald important events such
as the AGM.

I’ve added a menu item called “Teachers” and this displays my memories of many of the
teachers whose pleasure it was to educate me.  If anyone wants to add their own “Teacher
Memories”, email them to me at webguru@tanfield-association.org

mailto:webguru@tanfield-association.org


On the “Links to other sites”, I’ve added a link to the Facebook site of “Friends of Tanfield
School” – I  don’t  have any admin involvement  in this  site.  You may find something of
interest there or, if you’re a Facebook user, you could contribute.

I’ve added a “Site Map” where you can view all  items in the website without having to
navigate the screens.
 
As always, I’d be delighted to hear any comments, suggestions, memorabilia or contributions 
you wish to make.
 
Howard Bott
Webmaster

Tanfield Association Accounts 4/9/2015   -     2/9/16

Balance 4/9/15     £3819   Credit 
Balance 2/9/16     £2207 credit           

£27 14
7
58
114
70
75
27
£365

48 -       Vase J Drake
1025 – Challenge Monies
56 -       Book Marks      
1000-    IPad Donation
500 -     Transport Donation
25 -        Science Award
25 -        Community Award
£2679

225 - AGM
15 – Meal 
Refund

£240

1672cr £3284      £1672

Web Fees     Postage    Award Payments to school      AGM/Events     Subs          Debits       Credits

Membership          247 
Standing order      around 130    
Life membership    29

Newsletter Report

When we increased our production from twice a year to an edition each school term, I did
wonder if we would generate sufficient material to fill each edition. I still wonder at the start,
‘Here we go again,  what will  I put in the next edition?’ So far my worries have proven
groundless. Each time, as if  by magic,  something arrives on my desk which provides an
anchor for the whole content. I would like to take the opportunity to thank those who have
taken the time to produce these items. I know that you will all agree that there has been some
very interesting copy in the recent editions. So thank you very much to the authors. 

I  am sure  that  there  are  others  amongst  you  who have  memories  that  we  would  all  be
interested to share. So come on folks, get writing and lift the cloud from my shoulders and
erase the lines from my brow!
As far as I can tell from the limited response that I get, the Newsletter continues to be well
received. I am always open to suggestions if you have ideas regarding content, and I would



like to know what your opinion is of the present format. All it takes is a commitment to put
words on paper (or screen!). The quick way to find me is:  ted.brabban@nasuwt.net

I would also like to take the opportunity to thank Joy at school for the work she does after I
have done my editing bit. She it is who formats the copy and does the printing for us. She is
the lynch-pin in the whole operation. So many, many thanks Joy.

About half of our production goes out by email now. A big thank you to those who accept it
this way, it is a tremendous saving to us. The snail mail used to take me a day to envelope and
address. Recently a small team have come to my assistance and we do it all in a couple of
hours. So, from me, a big thank you folks.

Finally, if there is anyone out there who has ideas of making it big in publishing, perhaps
editing the Newsletter would be a good place to start.  I wouldn’t be too offended if your
strident  ambition  pushed me  aside.  All  you  need  is  a  half  decent  word  processor  and a
knowledge of Photoshop (or the like) to ‘edit’ the photos that illustrate the text. Send your
bribes either to me or to Elizabeth. We will evaluate them and publish a short list.

Ted Brabban
Newsletter Editor

A.G.M.
The Association AGM is held close to the school’s
birthday each  year.  (Subs  are  due!!)  We  have  in
recent years patronised the Peacock Inn at Tanfield
Village  for  our  venue.  They  do  us  proud  with
accommodation and lunch. There are usually about
two dozen members who attend.

The officers’ reports are published herewith. 

A  main  item  on  the  agenda  each  year  is  the
presentation of ‘The Tanfield Glass’. Each year it is
presented  to  someone  who  has  worked  to  the
benefit of the Association throughout the year. The
presentation this year went to Len Broxson who is
standing  down  as  Chairman  of  the  School
Governors after many years of service. He has been
a  constant  support  to  the  Association  during  that
time, and is enthusiastic about our role as helper to
the school.

Len was quite emotional about the presentation, and
about the termination of his  tenure.  We wish him
well in the future.

mailto:ted.brabban@nasuwt.net


Len with the Association Officers

Proving that Tanfield produced 
good stock were a couple of 
octogenarians, Jack Jeffery, CBE, 
and Professor Warren Pescod.

Gary Preston still ‘pulling the 
birds’ with our Treasurer Susan 
Donkin, and Committee member 
Joyce Hunter. 



We were able to show off our new self-standing, 7ft. 
tall banner made for us by the school.

Here it is at our display for the prospective pupils’ 
evening.

The books supplied by members for the school library:

Some others at the AGM:



                                        

Prof. B. Harrison,
President , Tanfield Assoiciation.

Dear Bob,

Thank you for your letter. Your kind words and best wishes on behalf of the Association are
much appreciated.

I would like to thank you and the Association in turn for the generosity you have shown the
school in so many practical ways over the years. Our young people have benefitted greatly
from the time given freely by you and other members of the Association as well as the cash
donations we have received from you to buy resources, pay for transport, and to cover other

costs. 

The events you have organised to celebrate the
history  of  the  school  have  also  served  to
reaffirm  Tanfield’s  unique  place  in  the
community as an element of continuity in times
of educational change that have not always been
for the better.

I wish you and every member of the Association
the very best for the future.

Warm regards,
Graeme Lloyd.

Bob, Elizabeth, Amy and I took Graeme out to
lunch before his departure.  Having ascertained



his interest in gardening, we presented him with two rose bushes to grow as a permanent
reminder of the Association.



Accelerated Reading Scheme
Accelerated Reader is a focused reading programme that supports the development of reading
comprehension across all students in Key Stage 3. Year 7 students spend one hour reading
every day before switching to alternate days in Year 8 and 9.

Students take a reading test at the start of Year 7 to determine their reading level. Using this
data, books are matched to the student’s ability and once they finish reading a book a quiz is
taken to test their reading comprehension.

The BBC has reported that the national averages for reading ages of students leaving school
at Year 11are between 10 and 11. Last year, the Tanfield students at the end of KS3 (Year 9)
had an average reading age of 13years and 6 months. 

The  Tanfield  Association  has  been  a  huge  factor  in  supporting  that  progress.  Supported
reading has allowed some of our more vulnerable readers to make rapid progress, and has
helped many readers to maximise their potential.

Michael Heffernan.
English Department.

It is good to know that the time given by those members who go into school to hear the 
children read is appreciated. 
Editor.

DON’T CRY FOR ME MARJ AND TINA
Did you ever wonder why the old fellas who sank the pits in the locality of the school insisted
on giving them female names? Within a stone’s throw there were Tanfield Lea Margaret,
Beamish Mary and Stanley Louisa. Then, slightly further away there were Ravensworth Ann,
Ravensworth Betty, Burnhope Annie and Craghead Bessie.  The list goes on.

So it was with the Marjorie and Christina, old pits with the same old English names albeit
some eight thousand miles away from places I grew up with in my school days.  These two
were part of a mining complex in the extreme south of the region we call Patagonia in the
Republic of Argentina. The old fellas went one better there, they named the most important
coal seam the Dorothea, which was the name of the pit at Newbottle.

Like the law, the influence of the Brits had a very long arm. On the estancias (sheep ranches)
in those remote parts, wages were paid in Sterling up to the mid fifties, a tradition carried on
by the descendants of the original British settlers a century or so earlier. Those settlers left a
deep footprint of the British way of life.  End of mining talk!  I suppose you could say of any
country, that life varies depending on the location in which you find yourself, the extremes
being the glitz and sleaze of the big cities and the basic way of life in the areas that were
being developed in the more remote regions.

In my case the big city was the capital Buenos Aires, and I can assure you that it had both
glitz and sleaze.

For the visiting tourists there were the obligatory visits to the pedestrianized Florida for the
international shops. Corrientes and Nueve de Julio with its thirteen lanes of traffic were also



“must sees”.  As was the obelisk, at the intersection of Corrientes and Nueve de Julio, it
features on all  Buenos Aires promotional literature.   However if  I had to name the most
popular visitor attraction it would have to be the tomb of Eva Peron, especially since Europe
and the USA were treated to the musical Evita.

Notwithstanding the importance of the attractions mentioned above I cannot leave the topic
without  mentioning  the  restaurants.   My early  impression  of  B.A.  was  that  every  other
business in the city was an eating place, and that every city dweller used them on a daily
basis, and the main dish was beef .  Overweight Argentine businessmen could be seen at all
hours of the day digging their graves with a knife and fork.

So much for the glitzy side of this wonderful city but there was also a darker side.  As an
example I’m going to use a little poetic licence here and call a dark little room, at the end of a
dark passage, in a dark house, in a dimly lit street near the docks by the name of “Hernando’s
Hideaway”.  Hernando was real enough but he was difficult to find, and I liked Doris Day in
the Pyjama Game, hence the “hideaway”.

In the early seventies the Argentine economy was in serious trouble. The Peso was devaluing
rapidly,  not  annually,  but  by the  day;  fertile  ground for  a  rampant  black  market  in  hard
currency.  I had hard currency.  Places like Hernandos were illegal, dangerous and risky, but,
if you were known to Hernando and he trusted you (having checked that you were not an
undercover government agent) a little window would slide open in the door to that little dark
room.   At that point a password was required.  He knew me as “El Ingles”. He trusted me.
Need I say, you probably guessed anyway, yes, I knew the password.  Hernando paid between
three and four times the official bank rate for dollars. After all the Pesos he was dispensing
would be ten to twenty per cent less valuable in a week and the dollars would appreciate
during that week.  He was making money.

That was the same reason that took me to his country in the first place.  We had a common
objective.  With apologies to Tim Rice I can truly say “I used to be a, part of B.A., Buenos
Aires, Big Apple.”

Now, back to location, location, location. Way down south to where, in 1970, the population
numbered five people to the square mile there lies the coal mining town of Rio Turbio. This
was where my family and I were to spend almost three years.  The climate is severe there
with six months of winter which would relegate the winters of 1947 and 1962 in Tanfield to a
mere blip on a meteorological graph. Snows of six metres in depth and temperatures as far
down as minus thirty were not uncommon. A local estancia, by the name of Glen Cross, in the
winter of 1973, lost a million and a half sheep.

Winter is followed by about six weeks of spring in which the high winds, for which Cape
Horn is notorious, dry up the melting snow and then continue to create dust storms with the
newly dried land. Three months of “summer” follows but snow storms can be a frequent
feature in the run up to the Christmas season.  Autumn was hardly noticeable because there
were no trees shedding their leaves in colourful English fashion and the weather gradually
declines into winter again.

However,  although this  generally describes the overriding condition of life in Rio Turbio
there is one aspect that I found fascinating and must be mentioned here.  As I entered Rio
Turbio for the first  time,  (you know what  they say about  first  impressions) having been



picked up in the coastal port of Rio Gallegos after the flight from Bs.As., I experienced a
feeling of gushing adrenalin.

On the outskirts of town the first building recognisable was a wooden shack called Ringos.  It
was a restaurant, the only one in Rio Turbio as it turned out.  Outside Ringos there was a
hitching rail with two horses tied to it. As we progressed up the only street, bars and shops,
such as they were, also had hitching rails outside.  Wow! Was my cowboy dream coming
true?  Was I to bump into Wyatt Earp or Doc Holliday around the next bend?  Alas, no such
luck!

It took me five months to break through the language barrier, that’s two more than it took my
three-year-old  daughter.  Speaking  only  English  in  the  house,  one  evening  my  daughter
couldn’t be found on the streets where all the kids played. She meandered home just before
dark and I asked her where she had been (as worried dads do). She replied “En la casa de
Quique”.  What had we done?

Life was primitive. If you wanted fish you had to go out and catch it, but, with such a sparse
population,  the rivers and lakes were teeming with large salmon trout such that,  with no
previous fishing experience, I could go out on a Saturday afternoon and catch enough to keep
the family in salmon for a month. Seventeen was my best catch with an average weight of 2.2
kilos.  Such excursions involved an overnight stay at the lake or river side, campfire cooking
and sleeping rough around the fire which was kept burning all through the night.  Pumas
didn’t like fire, and anyway, the nearer you could sleep to the fire the less chance of being
covered in frost in the morning.

We lived in a detached three bedroom “villa”. That’s the way it was described by officials in
London. It was built with railway sleepers, the old John Wayne type log cabin. I liked it.
Perhaps  I  was  still  living  a  little  bit  of  that  cowboy dream.   The house  was  about  two
kilometres away from the frontier with Chile. 

The International Border was manned, on our side, by Argentine Gendarmaria, then there was
about half a mile of “no mans land” before the Chilean border post manned by the Chilean
Carabineros.   These guys were diligent about their duties and searched your vehicle going
out and coming back for contraband. They were also armed and can best be described as
police but looked more like soldiers in their distinctive uniforms.

We liked to drive over the border to the Chilean coastal town of Puerto Natales about twenty
kilometres on the Chilean side of the border. The primitive shops there stocked luxury items
such as Mars bars and HP sauce, things you took for granted back in the UK but in Rio
Turbio they were really desirable.  The only problem was that  Argentina had a  “Compra
Nacional” law that prohibited the importation of anything that was made in Argentina such as
chocolate bars and sauces.  That was a pity because, just like the dollar was hard currency
compared to the Peso, the Peso was hard currency compared to the Chilean Escudo with a
black market rate of seven times the official bank rate.  A dollar exchanged in Bs. As. for four
times it’s official value gave you Pesos which could be exchanged in Chile for seven times
their official bank rate value.
All of this meant that goods bought legally in Chile for one twenty-eighth of their value had
to be a good buy.  Now, there! was a challenge.  The only problem was those damned border
guards.



I had the use of a Ford pick-up, six seater, with an open back like a lorry.  The doors were a
foot thick and the inside panel was only fixed on with a half a dozen screws. I bought a screw
driver.
What an investment that tool turned out to be.
The Chilean  Carabineros  always  paid  me the  compliment  of  being  “The perfect  English
gentleman” as I insisted on opening the car doors to allow them to carry out their inspection. 
I would respond jokingly with something like” Well, I’m stronger than you anyway”.  
Every time we completed such a trip we would toast the day with a wee dram of the duty free
whisky. The whisky we brought in was branded “Old Smuggler”. Coincidence !  Mining and
smuggling, eat your heart out Ross Poldark!

Perhaps we needn’t have been so concerned about getting caught by the Gendarmaria because
their boss, El Comandante, lived near me and we became good friends.  That turned out to be
a profitable friendship because it was part of his job to cut out the cattle rustling which would
see Argentine rustlers cross into Chile under cover of darkness and bring back a few cows.
This  would  spark  an  international  incident  which  could  only  be  resolved  by  inter-
governmental negotiation between Bs.As. and Santiago. Such negotiations take years and in
the meantime what was going to happen to all that meat?  Shortly after reports circulated in
the town about a rustling we would get the knock on the door that I came to expect. My mate,
El Comandante, would be inviting us to his house, not for dinner, but to choose as many
joints of beef as we wanted from the array which started at his back door and finished in his
main bedroom, every horizontal surface covered. At half a crown for a full fillet who could
refuse.  After all I was just obliging a friend, as, I hope, you would too.

My first view of Rio Turbio was that of Ringos, so it may be appropriate to round off this
small collection of thoughts by relating to an incident which took place there in the summer
of  1972.  My family had sailed  back to  Europe on the  French Cruise  ship  “Pasteur”  for
Christmas with my wife’s family.  Not being noted for my cooking skills, I was sitting in
Ringos one Saturday lunch time having finished the five and a half day week I worked. Just
outside ringos, beyond the hitching rails was a small rise in the ground, much like telly tubby
hill. I was about finished my meal when I saw these two stetsons appear on top of the hill.
Gradually two of  the  meanest  faces  I’ve  ever  seen  showed under  the  Stetsons,  then  the
ponchos, leather leggings and spurs. The faces left a lasting impression on me and I couldn’t
help thinking of all those bandidos I’d seen on the pictures at Dipton Empire years earlier.
These guys hadn’t shaved for a week, they were scruffy, and they tied their horses to the rail
and came in.  I  felt  pleased that  I  was ready to go because I  didn’t  fancy getting into a
conversation with these two desperados.  I paid Ringo and left.  I went to church at six that
Saturday and these two guys were there again.  They’d cleaned themselves up, donned their
priestly  vestments  and  proceeded  to  say  Mass.   Ignore  what  I  said  before  about  first
impressions.

I’ve deliberately kept away from the main reason for my stay in Argentina, that was mining
orientated, and that’s another story.  However, even though the strict instructions I received
not  to  mention  an event  in  London have  not  been revoked,  I’m going to  skirt  around a
debriefing I was instructed to attend just after my return. I was told I could not refuse to
attend this meeting with five faceless men in a nameless hotel. These guys astonished me
with their detailed knowledge of every Argentine official both in B.A and Turbio. They knew
their jobs, their wives, the schools their children attended. They wanted me to add to their
files on these people. I could do that. I knew who went to Germany for holidays. I knew their
wives returned dripping with gold necklaces and bracelets. I knew of the new cameras the



husbands  showed  off  on  their  return.  I  knew who  was  wined  and  dined  when  German
company reps came to town.  They thanked me for my cooperation in that meeting which
never happened. Who were they? I know now but I didn’t know back then. They had the
Falklands on their mind.  Draw your own conclusions.

The sands of time fuelled by the ferocious winds of change have now obliterated the deep
footprint of the early Brits who settled in these barren places.  The great grandparents of the
current estancia owners spoke only English.  Their offspring spoke English and Spanish and
had dual nationality. The current generation are Argentine citizens, speak Spanish only, and
the pictures of the Queen have been taken down from the chimney breasts of the homesteads.
The British way of life has truly “Gone with the Wind”

John Sables 
SGS 1948-54     

Caesar’s Gallic Wars
I was interested to read Elizabeth Hawkins’ article about finding her old book of Caesar’s
Gallic  Wars VII in  a  cupboard at  Tanfield.   She asked if  anyone knew R.  Grieves  or P.
Chapman who had written their names in the book prior to Elizabeth.

I remember a Pat Chapman who was in the year group above me at school, and the dates do
tally. She was a quiet, pleasant girl whose father was the Head of P.E. at Tanfield at the time.
Sometimes we girls ‘doubled up’ classes for P.E., but I don’t think that P.E. was enjoyable for
Pat. She didn’t take after her father in that respect!  I believe that she went on to university
after school.

Pat had a brother,  Don, who was older and further up the school.   He went on to study
medicine  and  became  a  doctor  in  the  Consett  area,  I  believe,  -  perhaps  Shotley  Bridge
Hospital.

As for me, unlike Elizabeth, I hated Latin and couldn’t wait to get into the sixth form to be
rid of it!

June Todd.

Burnopfield - and Colin Milburn
I recently drove to Burnopfield to take some photographs.  The following will explain why.
During the time I was researching Alderman H.C. Wood’s life I was quite often talking on the
‘phone to Betty Stocksdale, his granddaughter.  Although she never met him (he died in 1917
and she was born in 1921) she knew lots of family members and family history.  Henrietta,
her mother, was a daughter of Alderman Wood.  Until she was nine years old, Betty lived
with her teacher parents in Cricket Terrace in Burnopfield. She told me that the family loved
cricket, and that Alderman Wood had been the captain of Burnopfield Cricket Club.  The
family moved to Northallerton in 1931.  Last year one of her nephews had planned a visit to
the NE and invited Betty to join him.  They were shocked in Burnopfield to discover that the
cricket ground was now a building site.



Betty asked me to find out what  had happened,  and to discover the new location of the
Cricket Club.  I said that I would do what I could and send her some photos.  Hence my
recent trip.
A good source of local news is always the local hairdresser.  There I was told that the new
housing estate was being called after Colin Milburn, and that the club had relocated to a site
at the top of Crookgate Bank, near the Black Horse.

Colin was brought up in Burnopfield,  and followed his father into cricket at  Burnopfield
Cricket Club, where he quickly made a name for himself.  I remember Colin playing cricket
at Tanfield.  He joined the school into the lower sixth when I was beginning the upper sixth.
It was while at Tanfield that he made a century for Durham against the West Indies. Quite an
achievement. He left school to pursue a career in cricket, where he excelled. He tragically
died in 1990 aged only 48.

I found the estate virtually completed and took photos of the ‘Show House’. The estate is
fittingly called Milburn Green, a real tribute to Colin, a local lad who came good!!
I ‘Googled’ Colin to read of his fantastic achievement as a cricketer. If you own a copy of the
excellent ‘100 Not Out – Tanfield School 1912 – 2012’ turn to page 97 and read the article

about Colin. 

Quite  by  chance  I  was  looking  through  a
scrap-book compiled in 1975 by my uncle
Harold  Seccombe,  and  found  an  old
Northern Echo article  about  Colin.  Life  is
full of coincidences!

I’ll  post  off  a  letter  to  Betty  and  some
photos  that  I  have  taken.  She  is  now  95
years old and I know that she enjoys hearing
from  ‘her  roots’.  One  of  my  old  school
friends from the 1950s, Jennie Batty,  lives
not far from Betty and visits her. We will all
be meeting up for coffee sometime soon.

Amy Bilton

John Cameron
In Spring, 1964, when in my second term of Form 3a
at  SGS  I  moved  away  to  Grangefield  Grammar
School,  Stockton  on  Tees.  As  a  leaving  present  my
classmates gave me four James Bond paperbacks and
two  ‘Penguin’  George  Orwells,  all  with  their
signatures on the title page! 

These are the names:
Harry Martin, M(ichael) Smith, K(eith) Evans, B(rian)
Moore,  Paula  Johnson,  C(hristine)  White,  Carol
Newton, Viv reed, Ann Trewick, Chris Burdon, Jean
Tregoning, Alan S. Jeary, Keith Lamb, Neil Tweddle,



David ‘Speedy’ Blakey, Phydde (Fisk ?), B(rian) Keeler, Billy Rodham, John Roxborough,
Joyce Davison, and Veronica Stobbart.

Perhaps some of our members may be able to let  us know what became of these S.G.S.
alumni. They will now be in their mid-sixties.

John Cameron.

Editor: John lives and works in London.  He must qualify as being one of the unluckiest
people in the capital!  John was a very keen cyclist.  About a decade ago he was involved in a
collision with a bus which left him with a prosthetic limb.  When he contacted me regarding
the above he was recovering from quite severe injuries incurred by a second collision with a
bus,  this  time  involving his  mobility  scooter.   His  regret  was  that  although  a  helicopter
attended both times, in neither occasion did he get an air lift to hospital. He says that his
attempts to get a free helicopter ride have ended. 

John also asked if anyone could give him any information about a Miss Hall (Beatrice Hall) 
who taught English (he thinks) for a short time at Tanfield – around 1960. 
Ted. 

Memories of Spike
Gordon Yockney took over the music department when Mr Dobbs left. He was a hard act to
follow! However,  I  remember Mr Yockney as being calm and competent  although rather
eccentric  –  his  hands  often  hidden  up  his  rather  long  sleeves,  and  of  course  he  would
frequently stand on a soap box!

He  loved  music  and  was  incredibly  pleased  when  pupils  shared  his  interest  and  would
encourage them.

I  was  a  member  of  his  Music  Club,  and  how  well  I  remember  singing  Mr  Yockney’s
arrangement of the Te Deum in Durham Cathedral. Either before or after our performance, I
forget  which,  we  were  served  tea  by  Mrs  Yockney at  their  home  in  Durham.  She  was
extremely hospitable.

On one occasion Mr Yockney played a piece of music in class, and then explained the story
behind it.  Some weeks  later  he  played the  same piece  and asked  us  to  write  down our
thoughts  on  what  it  represented.  Although  others  seemed  to  be  at  a  loss,  I  actually
remembered exactly what he had said and just wrote it down. On reading what I had written
he was delighted and heaped praise on me. I didn’t say that the thoughts were his! 

To this day I feel guilty that I had remembered and recounted, when clearly others hadn’t.
Why was he nicknamed Spike? Well, some wit connected Mr Yockney’s soapbox and choir to
a popular band ‘Spike Jones and his City Slickers’, and translated it as ‘Spike Yockney and
his Soapbox Serenaders.’ Ballads,  novelty songs, etc. receiving the Spike Jones treatment
were punctuated with gun-shots, whistles, cowbells, and outlandish vocals. They might stick
in your memory. However, I have very fond memories of the other Spike.

Editor : The above was written by an ex-pupil in her 80s who wishes to remain anonymous. 



I have memories of Spike being given a hard time by a 6 th Form ‘non-music’ group, being
there  under  sufferance.  The late  Tom Brown asking if  the  piece  we were following was
Paganini, and then apologising saying he had incorrectly read ‘Page Nine’.



Who are these lads?
I was given this photograph, and know nothing about it. Taken on the school field (?), but 
when, and who are they? Where are they now? (There’s a distinct lack of school blazers!)

If I get the ‘info’ I will reprint it in the next issue.

Monthly lunches
Thank you for organising another really enjoyable get-together yesterday. The format usually 
leads to us getting to know one or two new people as well as meeting old friends. It is always 
a good day.

Best wishes,
Jack Jeffery.

Images from some of them:



   

               

                      


